## Business Administration

**What is it?**
The UW Bothell Bachelors of Business Administration prepares students for a variety of careers in all types of business fields. Options and concentrations include: Accounting, Marketing, Supply Chain Management, Leadership & Strategic Innovation, Finance, Management, Management Information Systems, Retail Management, Technology & Innovation Management.

**What will I study?**
Through our program, students learn critical thinking, ethical reasoning, effective communication techniques, and an overall business knowledge. With small class sizes, students are able to gain valuable experiences, develop close relationships with faculty, and learn from seasoned professionals.

**What are the prerequisites?**
- Composition
- Research Writing
- Calc I or Calc for the Life and Social Sciences
- Principles of Financial Accounting
- Principles of Managerial Accounting
- Intro to Business Law
- Intro to Microeconomics
- Intro to Macroeconomics
- Statistics

**Where can I learn more?**
[uwb.edu/babusiness](uwb.edu/babusiness)

## Law, Economics & Public Policy

**What is it?**
The Law, Economics & Public Policy (LEPP) major is designed for students who want to explore how legal institutions shape policy decisions and the political and economic contexts that influence the creation of the law.

**What will I study?**
The degree provides a grounding in economics and political science as students learn to analyze legal and policy problems, alternatives, and consequences.

**What are the prerequisites?**
- Composition
- Research Writing
- Intro to Microeconomics
- Intro to American Government
- 10 credits in each Area Of Knowledge

**Where can I learn more?**
[uwb.edu/law-economics-public-policy](uwb.edu/law-economics-public-policy)

## Mathematical Thinking & Visualization

**What is it?**
Mathematical Thinking & Visualization (MTV) draws on data, statistics, communication, and visual studies to develop practices and tools for discovering, and representing data.

**What will I study?**
The major allows students to link mathematical thinking – the ability to recognize mathematical forms in relation to real-world phenomena – and data and information visualization – the ability to communicate and think about data in visualized form across contexts.

**What are the prerequisites?**
- Composition
- Research Writing
- Calculus I
- Statistics
- 10 credits in each Area Of Knowledge

**Where can I learn more?**
[uwb.edu/mathematical-thinking-visualization](uwb.edu/mathematical-thinking-visualization)
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

What is it?
The Environmental Studies major is designed for students who want to act critically and creatively in response to the environmental challenges facing the world today.

What will I study?
Environmental Studies teaches students to integrate environmental knowledge across the natural and social sciences, as well as the arts and humanities. Hands-on learning, field experiences, and problem-based instruction focus on finding answers to complex problems that include scientific, social, political, cultural, and ethical dimensions.

What are the prerequisites?
Composition  
Research Writing  
Statistics  
10 credits in each Area Of Knowledge  
Introductory Environmental Science Course (BIS 240, BIS 242, BIS 243, BIS 246, BEARTH 154)

Where can I learn more?
www.uwb.edu/environmental-studies

GLOBAL STUDIES

What is it?
Global Studies (GST) majors explore the cultural, political, and economic systems that bind people across the world. They gain the historical perspective needed to assess claims about “globalization,” and develop the critical and analytical skills necessary to understand the forces that shape our world.

What will I study?
Global Studies emphasizes critical research skills, historical depth, and the use of a range of theories and frameworks. Those may include theories of representation, political economy, feminism, nationalism, human rights, social movements, critical development studies, and postcolonialism.

What are the prerequisites?
Composition  
Research Writing  
10 credits in each Area Of Knowledge

Where can I learn more?
uwb.edu/global-studies